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Introduction

Patients feel safe in the hospital and perceive they are less likely to fall whereas the opposite can be true if weakness, confusion and/or altered elimination issues are experienced as a result of symptoms, medication and/or procedures. A previous editorial from Grealish and Chaboyer (2015) outlined the scale and scope of this problem with an excellent argument for improving nursing care by valuing essential needs including ambulation, hydration, nutrition and elimination. However, despite many interventions (and models of nursing care) to improve assessment, monitoring and communication (Hignett, 2010), there has been little evidence of sustained reductions in either the number of falls or severity of injuries over the last 60 years (Oliver et al, 2007). So perhaps falls really are a ‘seemingly intractable cause of harm’ (Donaldson et al, 2014).

The most recent Cochrane review (Cameron et al, 2014) confirmed a lack of robust evidence for any one intervention with a recommendation for more trials to confirm the effectiveness of multifactorial interventions in the hospital setting. In response to this, Barker et al (2016) carried out a cluster RCT to evaluate a 6-Pack intervention (signage, supervision, walking aids within reach, toileting regimen, low-low bed and bed/chair alarms) with over 45,000 patient stays. They found no difference in falls or fall injuries between the intervention and control groups and concluded that ‘novel solutions are urgently needed’ with ‘system level interventions, environmental interventions, or both ..[as]..the focus of further investigation’.

As professional and academic Human Factors & Ergonomics Specialists (Certified (USA), Chartered (UK) Professional Ergonomists) we commend Grealish and Chaboyer for their consideration of the caregiver role but disagree with their thesis; that a different model of nursing care would produce a sustained reduction in the number and severity of falls events. We believe that it’s now time to take
a Human Factors & Ergonomics systems approach and understand patients’ behaviours in relation to individual capabilities and limitations with respect to falls. The discipline and profession of Human Factors & Ergonomics (the terms are used interchangeably) integrates knowledge from design, psychology, organisational management, human sciences and engineering related to optimise human wellbeing and overall system performance (Dul et al, 2012).

Falls are usually the result of slips (e.g. fluid, or dry/dusty floor contamination) and trips (e.g. obstructions or uneven surfaces); the key factor in a fall event is movement. As Doherty-King and Bowers (2013) discuss, movement is important with 15-59% loss in independent ambulation during a hospital stay. In many care settings a risk-averse culture (e.g. inappropriate use of bed rails, Hignett et al, 2013) may contribute to reduced mobility and functional decline. As there are benefits from retaining mobility associated with continence, cognitive function and pressure care (Lahman et al, 2015), our thesis is that falls interventions should be designed to both reduce risks and support mobility using patients’ perspectives of risks and safety (interactions and interfaces).

Patients are often overwhelmed with information about the new disease, treatment options and decisions. They need time to process what is happening while often feeling very ill, so the risk of falling may not be their highest priority and may be compounded by misunderstanding and denying risks (Wolf and Hignett, 2015). For example, Sonnad et al (2014) found that patients’ perceptions of falls risk may not match their clinical risk or actual experience and they may overestimate the ability of the care team to prevent falls. Haines et al (2014) found that 25-34% of elderly adults (70 years and older) thought a falls prevention strategy was fine for someone else but not needed for themselves.

**People-Centred and People-Driven**

One of the key Human Factors & Ergonomics systems challenges in healthcare is the dual human interface; both people-centred (patient) and people-driven (caregivers). This is found in other sectors e.g. public transportation where at least two people must cooperate to achieve a common goal (for example a short bus journey) where the length of engagement is variable and the
passengers are in a temporary, unfamiliar environment. There is a partnership (goal confluence) between passengers’ cooperation to stay seated and the driver’s awareness to proceed after all passengers are safely seated.

In healthcare the patients and caregivers may have conflicting goals with respect to mobility and independence which could counteract or even sabotage falls interventions. In the transportation industry, people waiting in a queue line and finding their seat will behave in a way that is congruent with cultural norms and therefore (relatively) predictable to achieve their goal. In the care setting intimate activities, such as toileting, may enhance the wish to be independent and limit the tendency to call for help. It has been suggested that only about 50% of the patients may participate with falls prevention initiatives by calling for help (Nyman and Victor, 2001).

Designing the system from the patients’ perspective

Many of the falls initiatives over the last 60 years have taken the fundamental premise that decreasing unwitnessed incidents holds the key to reducing total falls and injuries. This has resulted in prevention initiatives to increase monitoring (bed alarms, CCTV, clustering high risk patients etc.) which may have latent systems limitations due to ward/room layout and sight lines, and staffing numbers and competencies (Simon et al, 2016).

In the trajectory of a fall event for a very common activity (going to the toilet/bathroom) there are some challenges which are both foreseeable and generic. A Human Factors & Ergonomics method (Hierarchical Task Analysis) was used to describe the activity of going to the toilet from the patients’ perspective (Hignett, 2012). The first two higher level tasks (of 5) will be further considered to understand human behaviour (capabilities and limitations); (1) decide to go to the toilet and (2) get out of bed without help (mobility assistance).

**Decide to go to the toilet: request assistance or not… (call bell)**

How long will patients wait for a response to the call bell before mobilising independently?
Two examples from other industrial sectors can provide insights for waiting behaviour. Firstly, when waiting for a response to a business call 60% of callers will hang up within 60 seconds, which reduces to 40 seconds if an automatic message tells the caller that they are being placed on hold (OnHold, 2015). Secondly, to manage public incursions onto railway tracks after automatic barriers are lowered over the road/track intersection, trains are scheduled to arrive within 27-75 seconds and the barrier lifts 4–10 seconds after the train has passed (Office of Rail Regulation, 2011).

An acceptable response time will vary depending on the person and situation, but typically some type of response or feedback is expected within 1-5 seconds and a delay can be detected in less than 1 second (OnHold, 2015). A 3 minute response for a call bell could be perceived as very long depending on the urgency of the request so some patients may decide to ‘get up and go’.

Get out of bed without assistance: mobilise independently at the bedside
The safe design of a bedside microsystem is a generic challenge across all care settings. There are predictable and foreseeable interfaces and interactions with the bed rails, bedside table and walking aids. If designed using a patient’s perspective there will be preferred options, for example the bed rails should both support mobility both in bed (turning and repositioning) and transferring in/out of the bed (Hignett et al, 2013) and the environment should support ‘furniture walking’ to replicate behaviour in the home. When sitting in a bedside chair, the table should be located at the side of the chair rather than in front (blocking egress) as ‘the biggest danger of current bed/table design is catching your feet on the bed/table feet’ (Hignett et al, 2015).

So designing from the patients’ perspectives might include 3 items to improve bedside safety and support independent mobility. These are; firstly a bed with split bed rails (2 on each side) as a mobility aid by keeping the head-end rails raised to support turning, repositioning and transferring in/out of the bed; this design and configuration is used very commonly in the USA. Secondly, the provision of a table for use at the chairside (walker/table used in home care); and thirdly, a table for use in bed as a table combined with locker (used on Germany and The Netherlands; see one
example at http://ilcaustralia.org.au/products/20216; this is not endorsed and other products are available).

After many years of good intentioned by ineffective interventions, we suggest that falls risk management should radically change by using a Human Factors & Ergonomics systems approach for this complex, multifaceted problem. This requires a bold step to challenge the established and increasing complex packages for falls interventions by understanding human behaviour (physical, cognitive and social). There needs to be a balance between safe (improved) organisational processes, environment and equipment design, and task behaviours from staff and patients. Although the use of Human Factors & Ergonomics in patient healthcare has been successful in some fields and situations, the practice is still rare and the inclusion of the patient perspective is infrequent (Pronovost and Bo-Linn, 2012). Designing for patients’ using a Human Factors & Ergonomics systems approach will integrate risks for mobility and falls and offers a novel solution for an embedded improvement.
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